
Slingshot25 Presentation Topics
Here are a few of the primary topics Slingshot25 presents. If you’re interested in a leadership/change topic not on

the list, let us know.

Presentation Topics

You’re Just Not That Big a Deal
When it comes to the workplace, employees and leaders often get in their own way by worrying about what others will think
or believing they need to know it all. This talk uncovers what prevents you from doing work that matters or leading in a way
that unlocks the potential of others. Learn five things that will make you think differently about how you show up every day.

Lead So Others (Want to) Follow
This talk focuses on the often-forgotten and surprising truth at the core of leadership. Learn three ideas that will change the
way you lead forever.

Stop Killing Accountability
This talk tells the story of why the simple concept of accountability is so hard to achieve. You will discover the top ways leaders
kill accountability and how you can stop these behaviors from undermining your effectiveness as a leader.

The Art of Resilience
In this fun and interactive session, we reflect on the importance of resilience as an essential skill for success in today’s world of
persistent change. Learn to discern between dysfunctional persistence and true resilience, examine three practices of resilient
people, and take home some helpful tools for gaining perspective on staying resilient in the face of everyday stress and
significant challenges.

Coaching: The Secret Skill that Changes Everything
We discuss the common misperceptions of coaching, explain what coaching is and what it isn’t, and how learning to coach can
feel like a new superpower for leaders. Also, participants will discover the three core coaching skills they can use right now!

Leading Through Change
Change management is more than a comm plan, it requires great leadership and an understanding of how change impacts
people. This talk shows you how ignoring the “people side” of change can derail your transformation and how to avoid making
some all-too-common mistakes.

Get Decision Alignment or Get Derailed
Managing changes effectively starts with a business decision. And, if you’re not on the same page from the start, you’ll waste
valuable time and money trying to get there. This session shares the common derailers and the steps to take to stay on course.

The Change Equation
Every person touched by change will react based on their personal thoughts and feelings - even when those thoughts and
feelings seem hopelessly irrational. This session teaches us about the change experience - how decision-making impacts what
people will experience, what we can anticipate about people's reactions to change, and what we can do about it.

About Us

Learn more about Slingshot25 and who we are on our website, including Jackie Pelland and Courtney Smock bios.

Don’t forget to check out some of our free resources:

● Jack Chat - Jackie Pelland’s video series offers tiny lessons in leadership - straight up.

● Shotcast Series - Featuring Courtney Smock and Jackie Pelland, this is a series of bite-sized podcasts on a

variety of change management, leadership, and culture topics.

https://slingshot25.com/who-we-are/
https://slingshot25.com/jack-chat/
https://slingshot25.com/shotcasts/

